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Describes the expeditions of Roy Chapman Andrews, examines his scientific
discoveries, and includes photographs.
A bilingual storybook based on the iconic Hispanic brand. Features art from the
animated TV show.Meet El Chavo and his quirky neighborhood friends! This bilingual
storybook is based on one of the most successful television series in Mexico and Latin
America.
This is the dramatic, heart-wrenching tale of Max (from Freak the Mighty) and Worm,
two outsiders who turn to each other for survival.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his
own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and
beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on
the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that
reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native
American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a
forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and fourPage 1/18
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color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
A richly detailed historical novel from master storyteller Nicholas Christopher that
School Library Journal calls " A] lush tale of music, magic, and intrigue" Nicol Zen is all
alone in 1700s Venice, save for his clarinet, which a mysterious magician had
enchanted, allowing its first player to perform expertly. Soon Nicol is a famous virtuoso,
wealthy beyond his dreams, but he can't stop wondering if he earned the success
himself--or what might happen if the spell were removed. And throughout it all, he
continues to think about the girl he met in Venice, what she might be doing and if she's
safe from harm. With a guest appearance by composer Vivaldi, and brimming with
fascinating period details, this is a compelling coming-of-age story full of universal
themes and a love story that will conjure memories of Romeo and Juliet, perfect for
teens who love stories set in other times, and a magician who dresses all in white and
can be in two places at once. . . .
The delightful adventures of a visually impaired barn cat and his annoying flea, as they
set off to experience the world and find themselves participants in some of the most
remarkable events of the early twentieth century. Pudding Tat is born on the Willoughby
Farm in 1901 — just another one of Mother Tat’s kittens. But it turns out that Pudding is
anything but ordinary. He is pure white with pink eyes that, though beautiful, do not see
well, and hearing that is unusually acute. He finds himself drawn to the sweet sounds of
the world around him — the pattering heartbeat of a nearby mouse, the musical tinkling
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of a distant stream. Soon the sounds of adventure call to Pudding, too. But before he
can strike out into the wide world on his own, he hears a voice — coming from right
inside his own ear. A flea has claimed Pudding as his host. The bossy parasite
demands that Pudding take him away from the lowly barn and the drunken singing of
his fellow fleas. He doesn’t want adventure but a finer life — one where he can enjoy a
warm bed and blood flavored not with mice, but with beef tenderloin and cream.
Fortunately for this mismatched pair, the world is an extremely interesting place in
1901. Over the next decade and a half, Pudding and his flea find themselves helping to
make history — a journey over Niagara Falls in a barrel, a visit to the Pan-American
Exposition on the day President McKinley is shot, a luxurious stay in Manhattan with
songwriter Vincent Bryan, a terrifying trip on the airship America, and a voyage on the illfated Titanic. Through each narrow escape, the call to adventure for the cat, and luxury
for his disgruntled flea, beckons them on, right to the devastation of a World War I
battlefield. Then Pudding is filled with a new longing, one that brings him, with his flea’s
help now, full circle and back home. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in
English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.3 Describe in depth a character,
setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text (e.g., a
character's thoughts, words, or actions). CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.2 Determine a
theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a
story or drama respond to challenges or how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a
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topic; summarize the text. CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.5.7 Analyze how visual and
multimedia elements contribute to the meaning, tone, or beauty of a text (e.g., graphic
novel, multimedia presentation of fiction, folktale, myth, poem). CCSS.ELALITERACY.RL.6.3 Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series
of episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward
a resolution.
A Newbery Honor Book, this warm, funny, & heart-wrenching Civil War novel introduces
readers to the Battle of Gettysburg & "Little Round Top," one of the most famous feats
of bravery in U.S. history!
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The epic,
beloved novel of two boy geniuses dreaming up superheroes in New York’s Golden
Age of comics, now with special bonus material by the author—soon to be a Showtime
limited series “It's absolutely gosh-wow, super-colossal—smart, funny, and a continual
pleasure to read.”—The Washington Post Book World Named one of the 10 Best Books
of the Decade by Entertainment Weekly • Finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award, National
Book Critics Circle Award, and Los Angeles Times Book Prize A “towering, swashbuckling thrill of a book” (Newsweek), hailed as Chabon’s “magnum opus” (The New
York Review of Books), The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay is a triumph of
originality, imagination, and storytelling, an exuberant, irresistible novel that begins in
New York City in 1939. A young escape artist and budding magician named Joe
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Kavalier arrives on the doorstep of his cousin, Sammy Clay. While the long shadow of
Hitler falls across Europe, America is happily in thrall to the Golden Age of comic
books, and in a distant corner of Brooklyn, Sammy is looking for a way to cash in on the
craze. He finds the ideal partner in the aloof, artistically gifted Joe, and together they
embark on an adventure that takes them deep into the heart of Manhattan, and the
heart of old-fashioned American ambition. From the shared fears, dreams, and desires
of two teenage boys, they spin comic book tales of the heroic, fascist-fighting Escapist
and the beautiful, mysterious Luna Moth, otherworldly mistress of the night. Climbing
from the streets of Brooklyn to the top of the Empire State Building, Joe and Sammy
carve out lives, and careers, as vivid as cyan and magenta ink. Spanning continents
and eras, this superb book by one of America’s finest writers remains one of the
defining novels of our modern American age. Winner of the Bay Area Book Reviewers
Award and the New York Society Library Book Award
An account of the fateful April 1970 mission to the moon follows the harrowing
experiences of its three astronauts, who fought to return safely to Earth in the wake of a
disastrous explosion.
This fast-paced action novel is set in a future where the world has been almost
destroyed. Like the award-winning novel Freak the Mighty, this is Philbrick at his very
best.It's the story of an epileptic teenager nicknamed Spaz, who begins the heroic fight
to bring human intelligence back to the planet. In a world where most people are
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plugged into brain-drain entertainment systems, Spaz is the rare human being who can
see life as it really is. When he meets an old man called Ryter, he begins to learn about
Earth and its past. With Ryter as his companion, Spaz sets off an unlikely quest to save
his dying sister -- and in the process, perhaps the world.
"No CGI can match what Vic can accomplish" - Steven Spielberg "Vic is The Man" Pierce Brosnan "Vic Armstrong is, of course, a legend" - Martin Scorsese "This is the
best and most original behind-the-scenes book I have read in years, gripping and
revealing. Vic Armstrong is modest, humorous and wry - altogether brilliant company." Roger Lewis, Daily Mail "[A] page-turner... I couldn't put it down! I had a great time
reading this book and give it my highest recommendation." - Leonard Maltin "[Vic has]
been this unheralded savior of movie magic for decades, and hearing how he makes
the incredible credible is a must for any film fan." - Hollywood.com "Armstrong's a
fascinating guy and a straight shooter. His book is fantastic." - Ain't It Cool News "The
man is a legend in the industry... [A] mind-blowing, must-read biography." - Movies.com
"The movie memoir of the year!" - SciFi Mafia "[Vic] talks to you like he’s your cool
uncle, or the uncle you wished you had, really down to earth, but at the same time you
can tell he’s got a twinkle in his eye as he’s talking..." - Geek Six “A hell of a read.” –
Film School Rejects "The key to an entertaining autobiography is a combination of good
stories to tell and a distinctive life; Armstrong has them both." - Library Journal
"Armstrong has done it all." - Empire "A spills’n’thrills ride through a fast-forward life in
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pictures." - The Times "Armstrong takes us on the spectacular journey of his life that left
me wondering who would be brave enough to play him in a movie. What a legacy! What
a life! What a book!" - Geeks of Doom -- Think you don’t know Vic Armstrong? Wrong!
You’ve seen his work in countless films... He’s been a stunt double for James Bond,
Indiana Jones and Superman, and he’s directed action scenes for three Bond movies,
Mission Impossible 3, Thor, and the upcoming The Amazing Spider-Man to name but a
few. Counting Harrison Ford, Steven Spielberg and Arnold Schwarzenegger among his
friends, and officially credited in the Guinness Book of World Records as the World's
Most Prolific Stuntman, Vic’s got a lot of amazing stories to tell, and they’re all here in
this - the movie memoir of the year!
A magical pen causes creative chaos in this quirky, comic-style story from the Sid
Fleischman Award–winning author of Milo. Best friends Matt and Larry “Craz”
Crazinski couldn’t be more different. Matt loves order, while Craz lives on the edge.
The boys share a passion for cartooning, but thanks to the school paper gatekeeper
(and kind-of bully), Skip Turkle, it seems their cartoons will never be published. But then
the boys discover a pen that promises to help them DRAW BETTER NOW!—and quickly
realize it’s no ordinary pen: Whatever they draw comes to life! They start small with
their drawings—bags of cash, cool gadgets. Next, they get their pesky English teacher to
take a unique and extended vacation. But when the boys get a little bolder in their
magical drawings, they realize that things don’t always end up as perfect as the art
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they create... In this funny, slightly zany, and ultimately heartwarming story, Sid
Fleischman Award–winner Alan Silberberg demonstrates the power of friendship—and
that the best life is not always sketched out in advance.
The true story of social media sensation Esther the Wonder Pig and her two dads that
inspired the New York Times bestselling memoir for adults is now available in a picture
book with adorable illustrations and a message of love. When Steve and Derek adopted
a mini pig named Esther, they had no idea that she would turn out to be not-so-mini
after all. When her new family saw just how big and wonderful Esther really was, they
fell in love--and their lives changed forever. Esther would soon grow too large for her
bed, and their small apartment. She got into everything, including her neighbor's tasty
garden. So the whole family moved from a small apartment to a big farm, where Esther
and her animal friends could fit happily (and get into a little less mischief). Eventually,
that farm would become the Happily Esther After animal sanctuary, home to rescued
animals of all kinds.
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On
account of his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On
account of his size and being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and
together Max and Kevin become Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An
inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award winning international bestseller.
A collection of short stories that detail two things at once: a life being shaped, and a boy
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exerting the only will he knows-to shape a life all his own. The stories begin in 1953
with my birth in Ireland and change their setting a few years later, with my family's
move to England. The sum of this book's stories is to prove that no one person is any
one thing. Saints and sinners reside in all of us, something our most honest selves
recognize as true.
"Sandy takes us on her journey from Texas to Chicago as she learns tough lessons in
friendship, family and faith. Is Sandy going to be fooled again by the pretty but twofaced Peggy Lomax? Who is Gorilla Girl, and why does she keep stealing her lunch?
Will she be locked inside the dreadful Closet by the evil Mrs. Honeycort? Can her
Firefly save her in time?! The answers to these questions and many more remain in the
incredible adventures and mostly true stories of Sandy Forte."--Back cover.
See the difference, read #1 bestselling author Jane Smiley in Large Print * About Large Print
All Random House Large Print editions are published in a 16-point typeface Six years after her
Pulitzer Prize-winning best-seller, A Thousand Acres, and three years after her witty,
acclaimed, and best-selling novel of academe, Moo, Jane Smiley once again demonstrates her
extraordinary range and brilliance. Her new novel, set in the 1850s, speaks to us in a
splendidly quirky voice--the strong, wry, no-nonsense voice of Lidie Harkness of Quincy,
Illinois, a young woman of courage, good sense, and good heart. It carries us into an America
so violently torn apart by the question of slavery that it makes our current political
battlegrounds seem a peaceable kingdom. Lidie is hard to scare. She is almost shockingly
alive--a tall, plain girl who rides and shoots and speaks her mind, and whose straightforward
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ways paradoxically amount to a kind of glamour. We see her at twenty, making a good
marriage--to Thomas Newton, a steady, sweet-tempered Yankee who passes through her
hometown on a dangerous mission. He belongs to a group of rashly brave New England
abolitionists who dedicate themselves to settling the Kansas Territory with like-minded folk to
ensure its entering the Union as a Free State. Lidie packs up and goes with him. And the novel
races alongside them into the Territory, into the maelstrom of "Bloody Kansas," where
slaveholding Missourians constantly and viciously clash with Free Staters, where wandering
youths kill you as soon as look at you--where Lidie becomes even more fervently abolitionist
than her husband as the young couple again and again barely escape entrapment in webs of
atrocity on both sides of the great question. And when, suddenly, cold-blooded murder invades
her own intimate circle, Lidie doesn't falter. She cuts off her hair, disguises herself as a boy,
and rides into Missouri in search of the killers--a woman in a fiercely male world, an abolitionist
spy in slave territory. On the run, her life threatened, her wits sharpened, she takes on yet
another identity--and, in the very midst of her masquerade, discovers herself. Lidie grows
increasingly important to us as we follow her travels and adventures on the feverish eve of the
War Between the States. With its crackling portrayal of a totally individual and wonderfully
articulate woman, its storytelling drive, and its powerful recapturing of an almost forgotten part
of the American story, this is Jane Smiley at her enthralling and enriching best.
When Arthur Woodbury orders a weight-loss device from a comic book, he suddenly finds
himself trapped in REM World, the endangered realm of dreams. Reprint.
Can Kerri Strug help Team USA win Olympic gold? Discover an inspiring American gymnastics
story with this unforgettable Totally True Adventure. In 1996, seven gymnasts—the Magnificent
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Seven—are America’s best chance to win its first team gold medal. Kerri Strug is one of them.
After years of training, Kerri wants to do her best for the team. But the competition is
tough—and full of surprises! Can Kerri help Team USA make history? This nonfiction chapter
book makes an exciting moment in Olympic history accessible for younger readers and
features illustrations, photographs, a glossary, Common Core connections, and additional
Story Behind the Story facts. Perfect for readers of the I Survived and Who Was . . . ? series,
Totally True Adventures are captivating nonfiction stories with not-to-be-missed bonus content.
In rural Maine, a stop on the Underground Railroad is menaced by a supernatural force in this
terrifying novel of pre–Civil War horror. Davis Bentwood has nearly finished medical school
when he meets an abolitionist dwarf walking across Harvard Yard. Jeb Coffin is a
nonpracticing doctor, a devoted student of transcendentalism whose home life has been
shaken by tragedy. The two men become friends, and Coffin invites Bentwood to rural Maine
to save his family from itself. The Coffins are noted abolitionists, their home a stop on the
Underground Railroad, and lately they have been menaced by a supernatural terror. The
tragedies are countless: two brothers killed, a father driven mad, and a baby frozen solid in its
crib. At first Bentwood cannot bring himself to acknowledge the impossible horrors that have
cursed this family. But he will not survive his sojourn in Maine unless he can open his mind to
the possibility that something evil is waiting in the dark.
A gloriously moving and entertaining, picaresque debut novel, about a young man’s
sentimental education in late 19th-Century Europe; inspired by a real historical figure:
‘Captain’ Paul Boyton – the ‘Fearless Frogman’
Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick sends readers rushing down a raging river on a lifePage 11/18
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or-death adventure when a white water rafting trip goes terribly wrong! Daniel Redmayne is
fast asleep on the first night of a white water rafting trip, when he's awoken by screams. The
dam has failed. The river is surging, and their camp will be under water in a matter of
moments.As the shrieking roar of the river rushes closer, the kids scramble to higher ground.
They make it; their counselors do not.Now they're on their own, with barely any food or
supplies, in the middle of the Montana wilderness. Do Daniel and his four classmates have
what it takes to stay alive until they can get rescued? Alone in the wild, they forge powerful
bonds -- but develop dangerous disagreements. If nature doesn't break them, they might just
destroy each other.This gripping survival story from the Newbery Honor author of Wildfire is
filled with adrenaline-pumping adventure and moments of true bravery.
Does Nellie Bly have what it takes to race around the world? Travel to all corners of the globe
in this action-packed Totally True Adventure. When Nellie Bly read Around the World in Eighty
Days by Jules Verne, she had an amazing idea. What if she traveled around the world in real
life, and did it in less than eighty days? In 1889, people doubted it could be done—especially by
a woman. But with one small bag and a sturdy coat, Nellie set out anyway. Soon the whole
world was rooting for her. Could she make it back home in time? This nonfiction chapter book
makes history exciting and accessible for younger readers and features illustrations,
photographs, a map, Common Core connections, and additional Story Behind the Story facts.
Perfect for readers of the I Survived series and the Who Was . . . ? series, Totally True
Adventures are captivating nonfiction stories with not-to-be-missed bonus content.
Here is the exciting true story about the "unsinkable" Titanic! Dramatic accounts, white-knuckle
suspense, and fast-paced action of how the world's biggest, safest ship sank on its maiden
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voyage. Includes black-and-white photos and full-color underwater photos of the wreck.

Stanley Booth, a member of the Rolling Stones' inner circle, met the band just a
few months before Brian Jones drowned in a swimming pool in 1968. He lived
with them throughout their 1969 tour across the United States, staying up all
night together listening to blues, talking about music, ingesting drugs, and
consorting with groupies. His thrilling account culminates with their final concert
at Altamont Speedway—a nightmare of beating, stabbing, and killing that would
signal the end of a generation's dreams of peace and freedom. But while this
book renders in fine detail the entire history of the Stones, paying special
attention to the tragedy of Brian Jones, it is about much more than a writer and a
rock band. It has been called—by Harold Brodkey and Robert Stone, among
others—the best book ever written about the 1960s. In Booth's afterword, he
finally explains why it took him 15 years to write the book, relating an astonishing
story of drugs, jails, and disasters. Updated to include a foreword by Greil
Marcus, this 30th anniversary edition is for Rolling Stones fans everywhere.
Twelve-year-old Homer, a poor but clever orphan, has extraordinary adventures
after running away from his evil uncle to rescue his brother, who has been sold
into service in the Civil War.
From Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick comes a delicious, fast-paced
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whodunit about two socially outcast boys who set out to find jewels hidden for a
century--and unwittingly flush out a murderer. In award-winner Philbrick's new
page-turning mystery, Arthur "Bash Man" is the school thug, paid with candy to
bully and threaten other students. When genius orphan Darius Drake employs
Arthur to help him discover the origin of a suspicious threat, written in blood, they
uncover a mystery that involves Darius's estranged grandfather, who was
imprisoned for forging evidence in a search for a long-lost diamond necklace
worth millions. The boys make the dangerous decision to search for the jewels
themselves -- and in the process, they discover that the car crash that killed
Darius's parents was not an accident at all. Who will be next?Where are the
diamonds? And who is stalking the boys? In his first mystery for children,
Philbrick delivers yet another suspenseful, unpredictable tale filled with twists and
turns that will leave readers breathless.
Thirteen-year-old Sam Castine is at summer camp while his mother is in rehab,
but when the camp is evacuated ahead of a fast moving wildfire, he makes the
mistake of going back for his phone, and finds himself left behind, disoriented,
and running for his life, together with a girl, Delphy, from a different camp--finding
an old jeep keeps them going, but in the wilds of Maine, there are only logging
roads and the deadly crown fire is everywhere.
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The Mostly True Adventures Of Homer P. Figg (Scholastic Gold)Scholastic Inc.
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism
who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected
truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read Christopher John Francis Boone
knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up
to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human
emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a
neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely
heralded novels in recent years.
Challenged with circling the world solo at the end of the 19th century, three very
different adventurers--avid bicyclist Thomas Stevens, fearless reporter Nellie Bly
and retired sea captain Joshua Slocum--embark on epic journeys. By a Scott
O'Dell Award-winning graphic novelist.
Newbery Medal-winner Kelly Barnhill's debut novel is an eerie tale of magic,
friendship, and sacrifice. Enter a world where magic bubbles just below the
surface. . . . When Jack is sent to Hazelwood, Iowa, to live with his strange aunt
and uncle, he expects a summer of boredom. Little does he know that the people
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of Hazelwood have been waiting for him for quite a long time. When he arrives,
he begins to make actual friends for the first time in his life-but the town bully
beats him up and the richest man in town begins to plot Jack's imminent, and
hopefully painful, demise. It's up to Jack to figure out why suddenly everyone
cares so much about him. Back home he was practically... invisible. The Mostly
True Story of Jack is a stunning debut novel about things broken, things put back
together, and finding a place to belong. "There's a dry wit and playfulness to
Barnhill's writing that recalls Lemony Snicket and Blue Balliett...a delightfully
unusual gem." --Los Angeles Times
Before Darwin . . . before Lewis and Clark . . . there was Alexander von Humboldt. Explorer.
Naturalist. All-around genius. Lost hero of science. In his time, Alexander von Humboldt
(1769–1859) was world-famous. Why? He led one of the first major scientific expeditions into
the South American rain forest and another into the wilds of Siberia. Carrying fragile
instruments, he navigated perilous rapids and climbed the volcano of Tenerife. He observed
animals, plants, and cultures that no one in Europe had ever dreamed of, and his books about
them inspired a whole generation of scientists—including Charles Darwin. But before he did any
of that, he was a little boy who was curious about everything (especially bugs)! The Incredible
yet True Adventures of Alexander von Humboldt will whisk you away to another time and
place. Meet the young man who, defying his mother’s wishes, became a daring explorerscientist—and follow along as he makes his amazing discoveries. Lavish illustrations bring
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Humboldt’s untamed world to life. See nature through the eyes of a great early scientist.
Wonder awaits!
Recounts the author's experiences as a young woman caring for wounded Union soldiers in
Washington, D.C. during the Civil War and the impact that these experiences had on her
development as an author.
Think you know everything about Washington? Think again. During the Revolutionary War,
General George Washington (AKA “Agent 711”) was the leader of a ring of spies! The
group—called the Culper Ring—used secret names, codes, invisible ink, and more to spy on the
British and pass along information. Nobody knew about it at the time (and few do so today), but
those sneaky heroes risked their lives to help win the American Revolution! Illustrated
throughout in black and white, with an appendix that includes photographs, bonus content, and
links to primary source materials, this Totally True Adventures series book is ideal for
supporting the Common Core State Standards and today's renewed interest in nonfiction. It’s
a thrilling read—made even better because it really happened!
Life in a Nevada mining town in 1905 is not easy for thirteen-year-old Kit Donovan, who is
trying to do right by her deceased mother and become a proper lady. When Kit discovers
Papa's boss at the gold mine is profiting from unsafe working conditions, she realizes being a
lady is tougher than it looks. With a man’s hat and a printing press, Kit puts her big mouth and
all the life skills she’s learned from reading The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to work,
defying threats of violence, and finds that justice doesn’t always look like she imagined it
would.
Balto has a quiet life as a sled dog—until tragedy strikes. Dozens of children in Nome become
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sick with diphtheria. Without antitoxin serum, they will perish—and the closest supply is 650
miles away! The only way to get the serum to Nome is by sled, but can the dogs deliver it in
time? Heading bravely into a brutal blizzard, Balto leads the race for life. A Kansas City
Children’s Book Award for Grades 1–3
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